Learn about the faculty and student membership options and benefits of three major professional organizations for the field of Health Administration: the American College of Healthcare Executives (ACHE), the National Association of Latino Healthcare Executives (NALHE), and the National Association of Health Services Executives (NAHSE).

February 14, 2023
Chat Transcript

00:26:28  Ellen Nassberg:

Hi Lorie and Isabel!

00:27:04  Isabell Pacheco:

Hello Ellen. Thank you for joining!

00:27:30  Ellen Nassberg: Reacted to "Hello Ellen. Thank y..." with 🙋

00:28:00  Jenn Munt (AUPHA):

Welcome! The webinar will start with a presentation, but there will be time for Q&A from the audience. When we reach the Q&A section, please “raise your hand” using the reaction feature at the bottom of your zoom window. When you are called on, you can unmute to ask you question.

00:28:39  Jenn Munt (AUPHA):

You can also always drop questions in the chat.

00:28:43  Jenn Munt (AUPHA):

We are hoping to see some of you in Chicago in March at ACHE’s Congress! AUPHA still has tickets reserved for the sold-out breakfast with joint keynote speaker Sandro Galea. To learn more and secure your ticket to breakfast, register for the Academic Program and Practitioner Workshop. You can learn more about the APPW here: http://leaders.aupha.org/home.

00:29:19  Jenn Munt (AUPHA):

In addition to the APPW, AUPHA will launch the new Art of Teaching Institute in Chicago. The three courses offered provide a great opportunity for professional development in pedagogy and teaching for Health Administration. Learn more about these offerings and more at https://www.aupha.org/education/auphas-art-of-teaching-institute.

00:29:19  Jenn Munt (AUPHA):

Today’s webinar is the second in AUPHA’s spring series. To see what you missed in January, visit: https://www.aupha.org/education/webinarrecordingsopen.

00:29:26  Jenn Munt (AUPHA):

You can also see what’s coming up at: https://www.aupha.org/education/webinarseries.
Dan Gentry:

Welcome everyone!

Dan Gentry:

The chapters are a great way to get involved in all three of these professional associations. They are so welcoming of students, faculty and staff of our AUPHA academic programs.

Dan Gentry:

Love Frontiers from ACHE. Current editor is AUPHA Board member and ACHE Fellow Dr. Carla Sampson of NYU!

Lhakpa Lama:

Would this PPT be made available to us later? I would like to visit those sites mentioned. Thank you!

Jenn Munt (AUPHA):

Yes - the slides and the webinar recording will be posted later this week.

Lhakpa Lama: Reacted to "Yes - the slides and..." with 👍

Jenn Munt (AUPHA):

You will be able to find them at https://www.aupha.org/education/webinarrecordingsopen

Jenn Munt (AUPHA):

We are hoping to see some of you in Chicago in March at ACHE’s Congress! AUPHA still has tickets reserved for the sold-out breakfast with joint keynote speaker Sandro Galea. To learn more and secure your ticket to breakfast, register for the Academic Program and Practitioner Workshop. You can learn more about the APPW here: http://leaders.aupha.org/home.

Jenn Munt (AUPHA):

In addition to the APPW, AUPHA will launch the new Art of Teaching Institute in Chicago. The three courses offered provide a great opportunity for professional development in pedagogy and teaching for Health Administration. Learn more about these offerings and more at https://www.aupha.org/education/auphas-art-of-teaching-institute.

Dan Gentry:

The NAHSE Chapter in Memphis has been an amazing partner for the U of Memphis MHA Program. Expanded the opportunity for students tremendously.

Jaime Stephens:

Love the music!!!
01:00:36  Joyvina Evans:

In terms of all of the organizations...are there opportunities and membership for undergraduates (in addition to grad students)? I apologize if I missed that information. Thanks

01:00:55  Joyvina Evans: *Info regarding undergraduate*

01:01:02  Julie Carmalt (she/her):

I love it!

01:01:28  John Rhodes (NAHSE): Hi Joyvina, yes you can become a member of NAHSE. You can visit NAHSE.org to sign up.

01:01:32  Michael Cunningham:

Great question--undergraduates are also welcome to join ACHE as Student Associates

01:02:09  Joyvina Evans:

I am faculty and primarily teach undergraduate students. Thanks

01:04:28  Lorie Thibodeaux:

our membership at NALHE is open at the undergrad Level.

01:04:53  Joyvina Evans:

Thanks so much everyone!

01:06:04  Dan Gentry:

NALHE President and Chair Monica Vargas-Mahar, FACHE, is also a member of the AUPHA Board!

01:08:24  John Rhodes (NAHSE):

We love to see the involvement!
Loved the session with the La Mesa students and grads at the 2023 NALHE Leadership Summit!

It truly is a great program!

If there are other questions for our presenters, please feel free to add them to the chat now.

Many local chapters of these three organizations have Mentorship programs for their local members. Great for students to get mentors more informally.

Better Together Reception is Sunday March 19 at 5:30 pm during Congress at the Hyatt Regency.

One of the courses we are offering for the Art of Teaching Institute is on Inclusive Excellence and Belonging in the classroom. It takes place in the afternoon before the Better Together reception.

More info on that course here: https://aupha.users.membersuite.com/events/a0ba6c6c-0078-c984-048b-0b44f293f4d9/details

Thank you for having us today! And thanks to all who joined in today too!